We explore an -near-zero analogue for water waves using deep water and shallow water domains to obtain different phase velocities. Being inherently non linear, water waves permit to inspect focusing of harmonically generated waves. Experimental measurements show cascade of focal spots up to the fourth harmonic, allowing sub wavelength focusing with respect to the first harmonic wavelength. Metamaterials have gained a lot of attention in wave physics in the last two decades, thanks to their prospective applications.
1 Among various newly designed materials, both -near-zero (ENZ) 2, 3 and refractive index-near-zero, 4, 5 have made tailoring phase pattern feasible. 6 When an ENZmaterial is used to fill a narrow channel connecting two larger waveguides, supercoupling can be observed. 2 In such a channel, wave energy is "squeezed" leading to strong increase of nonlinearities related to field enhancement. 7 When an ENZ material is used for wave front shaping, focusing can be easily obtained. 6 In this case, the ENZ material fills a lens shape region with a low refractive index (due to low permittivity value) with respect to the reference medium where focusing will occur. In the context of water waves, where other types of metamaterials have been demonstrated, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] an ENZ material can be achieved by means of regions with deep water surrounded by shallow water to generate the high contrast between the refractive indices. On the other hand, shallow water waves are non linear in usual conditions, thus, it is tempting to explore the influence of non linearities on the focusing expected in the linear regime; this is the subject of the present letter.
Let us consider an ENZ wave front shaping in the context of two dimensional propagation of electromagnetic waves with transverse magnetic polarization
where H is the magnetic field, x is the frequency, c 0 is the speed of light in a vacuum, and is the relative permittivity. Considering a given leading edge with radius R, wave front shaping requires that the edge is an isophase for the incident wave 6 (meaning that R ( k 1 ) and this implies that one needs to adjust the permittivity 1 in front of the edge. To focus the wave, the radius should also be larger than the wavelength in the exterior domain with permittivity 2 , yielding 1 = 2 ( 1. Therefore, focusing using ENZ wave front shaping can be realized by setting high contrast of permittivity between two adjacent domains. In the context of water waves, when the depth is much smaller than the wavelength (kh ( 1), the surface elevation g is described by the shallow-water (SW) approximation
where h denotes the water depth at rest and g stands for the gravitational acceleration. Thus, it appears that, for shallow water, the wavenumber k SW is given by k SW ¼ x= ffiffiffiffiffi gh p . The analogy between Eqs. (1) and (2) and the correspondence 1= $ h indicates that ENZ wave front shaping can be achieved by means of water depth contrast h SW =h DW ( 1. The upper limit of meaningful depth increase of h DW is given by deep-water (DW) regime, with associated wavenumber
17 Thus, the efficiency of the analogy is measured by the magnitude of account, experimental constraints, such as bottom friction and size of the container, with a working frequency range being 1.4-2.1 Hz, we impose h SW ¼ 7 mm in the shallow water region and the depth in deep water region is h DW ¼ 67 mm, resulting in k SW =k DW ' 3 (with wavelengths of 18 and 50 cm in the shallow and deep water, respectively). We generate waves by means of a paddle wave maker hinged at the bottom. Space time resolved measurements of the surface elevation field are performed using Fourier Transform Profilometry (FTP) technique, which has been adapted for water wave measurements (for details see Refs. 18, 19, and 30). Fringes are projected by a high-resolution projector (1920 Â 1080 pixels 2 ) and fields of the surface elevation are captured using a 4MPix camera with sampling frequency f ¼ 15Hz. The area of the measured fields which is analyzed is 0:4 Â 0:2 m 2 , covering both deep and shallow-water regions. The in-plane spatial resolution is governed by the size of the projected pixel, which is 0.39 mm, and the accuracy in the height detection is about 0.43 mm, determined by comparison with laser measurements. In Fig. 2 , we present a typical temporal sequence of the surface elevation fields gðx; y; tÞ over a period T, and the corresponding profiles along the central line y ¼ 0 for frequency x ¼ 8:6 s À1 (the incident wave comes from the right). As expected, the wave has an almost uniform phase in the DW region. Next, in the SW region, the focusing is visible, with typical extension being comparable to the radius of the lens, in agreement with Rayleigh criterion in k=2, and the wavelength k ¼ 18 cm at this frequency.
As previously mentioned, shallow water waves are easily non linear, and a useful measure of the non linearity is the Ursell number U r : U r ¼ Ak 2 =h 3 SW , with A is the wave amplitude (linear waves being associated to U r ( 100 (Refs. [20] [21] [22] ). In our experiments, with A $ 2 mm, the non linear regime, qualitatively observed on the profiles reported in Fig. 2 , is confirmed by large Ursell numbers U r $ 100 À 400. This is further quantified in Fig. 3 , where we report the frequency spectrum of the surface elevation at the center of the circle (x ¼ 0, y ¼ 0); the harmonics are significant, with an amplitude for the second harmonic at 2x being about 30% of the first harmonic, and visible peaks until the fourth harmonic. From here on, we inspect quantitatively how the non linearities affect the focusing expected in the linear regime. Therefore, we extract the fields of each harmonic from the experimental data, expanding the measured gðx; y; tÞ into a Fourier series gðx; y; tÞ ¼ X nĝ n ðx; yÞe inxt ;
whereĝ n ðx; yÞ ¼ 1 T Ð T 0 dtgðx; y; tÞe Àinxt . The complex field g n ðx; yÞ corresponds to the n-th harmonic (for n > 0) of the fundamental x. Figure 4 shows the main results of our study. We report the spatial fields of the wave intensity for the total field Iðx; yÞ ¼ max t2½0;T g 2 ðx; y; tÞ and for each harmonic I n ðx; yÞ ¼ jĝ n ðx; yÞj 2 (n ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4), at two different frequencies x 1 ¼ 9:86 s À1 and x 2 ¼ 12:39 s À1 . The first striking point is that the wave does not follow typical ENZ focusing, being slightly shifted from the expected focal point. Indeed, constant phase at the lens should result in the focal point at the center of the circular edge. Rather, the observed focal spot is located in front of the center of the circle. This is a kind of negative refraction effect that might be ascribed to non linearities. Second, and more surprisingly, the successive harmonics appear to be more and more focused. This is quantified in Fig. 5 , where we report the characteristics of the focal spots in terms of their axial and lateral extensions L x and L y , the axial position X of their maximum intensity I max , and their contrast I max = I (with I the mean intensity). The contrasts of the focal spots appear to be roughly the same for all the harmonics, while both the position of focalization and the focal spot sizes present a variation when increasing the order of the harmonic. First, higher harmonics tend to focus closer to the center of the circle, but always in front of the expected ENZ focal point of the lens. This confirms the negative refraction type effect. On the other hand, the size of the focal spots tends to decrease. As previously mentioned, for the fundamental component, L x and L y reasonably follow the Rayleigh criterion. For the higher n-th harmonic, it appears that the focal spot size follows a subwavelength scaling k=n, a size corresponding to the wavelength of the harmonic nx in the non dispersive part of the dispersion relation. 17 These facts reveal that the higher order harmonics are not localized only where the fundamental has large amplitude. This suggests that they are not simply slave to the fundamental and this is illustrated in Fig. 6 . Indeed, in the weakly nonlinear regime, if we neglect forcing by the fundamental, the harmonics satisfy the Helmholtz equations
where k n is the wavenumber associated to nx, i.e., Dðnx; k n Þ ¼ 0, where Dðx; kÞ ¼ x 2 À gktanhðkhÞð1 þ ck 2 =qgÞ is the water wave dispersion relation (and note that k n ' nk only in the non dispersive part of the dispersion relation). A harmonic which is solution to this equation is called a freewave-in contrast to bound-waves which are slave to the fundamental. In the example of Fig. 6 , it is experimentally demonstrated 24 that Dĝ 4 ¼ Àk 2 4ĝ4 , implying free-wave behavior in this case. Analysis of other harmonics reveals the presence of bound-waves as well. Thus, the observed focusing of the harmonics cannot be attributed either to a pure free wave behavior or to a pure bound wave behavior.
In summary, metamaterials are promising for the control of water wave propagation, for which several demonstrations have been presented in the linear regime. [8] [9] [10] 12, 15 Nevertheless, water waves are inherently nonlinear, which gives rise to several surprising effects. [25] [26] [27] In this letter, using metamaterial concepts and intrinsic water wave non linearities, we report the effect of sub-wavelength harmonic focusing with respect to the incident wavelength. Additionally, in contrast to gradient index lenses for water waves, 13, 14, 28, 29 our result show how to obtain a topographical lens from a sudden change of depth, owing to the ENZ concept. 
